

**CONDUST (AQS AD 15-40)**

An instrument for fighting all types of dust, regulations of their degree of wettability.

- Achieves remarkable effects in the fields of environment protection and prevention of accidents in the mining and construction sector.
- Prevents re-dispersal.
- Momentarily breaks down all types of dust and eliminates its bad influence.
- Prevents the emission of construction materials (sand, cement...) during the removal of material and spraying of cement and concrete production.
- Dust prevention in the environment by the passing vehicles;

**APPLICATION AREAS**

- Treating the surface of landfills or application of the product during the pre-loading of solid waste, reduces emission of fine dust into the atmosphere, therefore reduces the pollution of the environment.
- Landfills rehabilitation and solid waste treatment reduces the negative impact on the environment, as well as preventing the loss of materials.
- Dust prevention in the environment by the passing vehicles;

**CHALLENGES**

- Air pollution caused by the emission of dust during the processing of wood materials, transfer coal, because it momentarily moist and transport coal, because it momentarily moist

**BENEFITS**

- Condust effectively solves these problems.
- Application of the product against dust strongly reduces health risks, the pollution of environment and increased concentration of sawdust in the air,

**APPLICATION AREAS**

- Road construction industry: It is used for the treatment of gravel and dirt roads to improve their performance and extend their lifespan (preventing dust),
- Construction and reconstruction materials (sand, cement...) during the removal of material and spraying of road construction industry: It is used for the treatment of gravel and dirt roads to improve their performance and extend their lifespan (preventing dust),
- Agriculture industry: It prevents the emission of construction materials (sand, cement...) during the removal of material and spraying of dust from the power plants depot that doesn't lead to the forming of large agglomerates. In this manner, a protective layer that can prevent scattering of ashes and dust to the atmosphere, therefore reduces the pollution of the environment.

**PACKAGE**

- Condust is supplied in 5 liters, 20 liters, 200 liters, for further use by clients.
- Condust is delivered in IBC containers of 1000 liters, for further use by clients.

**ULA AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

- Momentarily breaks down all types of dust and eliminates its bad influence
- Condust effectively solves these problems.
- Application of the product against dust strongly reduces health risks, the pollution of environment and increased concentration of sawdust in the air,
- Dust prevention in the environment by the passing vehicles;

**HEALTH AND SAFETY**

- Condust effectively solves these problems.
- Application of the product against dust strongly reduces health risks, the pollution of environment and increased concentration of sawdust in the air,
- Dust prevention in the environment by the passing vehicles;

**INDUSTRY VISIBILITY REDUCED AGAINST DUST SIMPLE AND DOESN'T REQUIRE SPECIAL GEAR.**

- The treatment is carried out by slurry jets, simple and doesn't require special gear.
- The application of this product is very useful in the powder industry and in the construction industry.

**PRODUCT***

- Used in agriculture sprayers, atomizers or adequate system of spraying pipes, depending on the size of agricultural sprayers.
- Condust is designed for the treatment of powdery materials in order to prevent re-dispersal.

**PORTABILITY**

- It is used for the treatment of gravel and dirt roads to improve their performance and extend their lifespan (preventing dust),
- Condust effectively solves these problems.
- Application of the product against dust strongly reduces health risks, the pollution of environment and increased concentration of sawdust in the air,
- Dust prevention in the environment by the passing vehicles;

**USEFUL LINKS**

- Sanja Dragaš - sales and marketing
- Goran Cvetković - sales and marketing

For any additional questions you can contact: Sanja Dragas - sales and marketing, sdragas@aquastatin.com or Goran Cvetkovic - sales and marketing, gcvetkovic@aquastatin.com

Fax :: +381 11 7875 070
Phone :: +381 11 7875 060
Belgrade Serbia
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